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1. The role of the Repo market during the 

crisis

2.   The trend growth of the Repo market

In order to get an idea about the future let´s

look first at the past:
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The Repo market has lessened the burden 

on the ECB during the crisis

Change in euro money market turnover and increase in Eurosystem balance 

sheet (2008 – 2011)
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The Repo and the swaps are the real winners

in the money market

Average daily turnover in various segments
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The Repo segment dwarfs the unsecured one

»
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Let´s now turn to the present and specifically to 

the attitude of regulators towars Repo

• Liquidity regulations are favouring the secured

money market segment

• The Repo (and the swaps) segment are looked

at by central banks as source of reference

rates immune from credit risk
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Let´s now move to the future..

• Availability of collateral

• Effects of the financial transactions tax on the 

Repo segment
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To shift the collateral supply curve:

• Improve the quality of assets

• Improve risk management techniques

(portfolio approach)
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The FTT: unsettled thoughts, still two comments

• Nice Pigovian taxes can be found in the 

financial sphere

• It is not obvious that the FTT is one of them
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Why tax secured interbank lending but not

unsecured one?

• Making secured lending uneconomical for 

(variably short) maturities?

• Forcing a permanent shift of interbank

transactions from the market to the central

bank?
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Conclusions

» The growth of the repo market has avoided even more of a 

dislocation of the money market during the crisis, thus 

lessening the burden on the ECB to avoid that this would 

translate in even more acute economic consequences

» The repo market has achieved brisk trend growth since the 

launch of the euro, such that it now dwarfs in importance the 

unsecured market

» Banking and liquidity regulation is favouring the growth of the 

repo market with respect to the unsecured interbank market

» The repo market is seen by central banks as a possible source 

of reference rates alternative to LIBOR and EURIBOR
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Conclusions/2

» There are tools that the industry could pursue to increase the 

availability of collateral for repo operations

» Well targeted taxes on some financial activities can kill two 

birds with one stone, raising revenue and remedying negative 

externalities

» The proposed FFT doesn’t seem to belong to this kind of taxes 

as it would tax repo interbank lending but not unsecured one, 

leading to a dry-up of repo lending on shorter maturities and 

possibly to a severe dry up of the entire money market, to be 

offset by central bank intermediation
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